
 

 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Summer camp- an ideal platform for children and teenagers to learn and have fun. It provides opportunities to 

learn, make mistakes, evolve and develop new skills. 

APS Akhnoor organized a phenomenal ten days summer camp commenced from 3rd July 2023 to 13th July 2023 in 

which students from classes I to VIII polished their unrefined finesses and nurtured their unexplored creativities in an 

unusual manner. Stuffed with laughter, screams of delight and contagious excitement, the ten days summer camp 

was brimmed with plethora of fun filled games and activities to create an ambiance which was infectious and 

uplifting. Following activities were conducted in four sessions for three distinct groups: 

  SESSIONS                 ACTIVITIES 

 

1. Session - I   :    Sports , Art & Craft,  

                                Music & Dance 

2. Session - II   :    Self Defence 

 

3. Session - III  :    Magic With Science,  

                                Fun With Maths & 

                                Literary Club 

4. Session - IV :    Life Skills   



 

Being one of the best and positive distractions, this summer camp served as the hothouse of social development and 

experimentation. Flavoured with the spices of fun, learning and enjoyment, students sprouted in the recreational 

environment thereby reaped the benefits and bonuses of the activities filled with new hopes, passions ,desires and 

exultations in the camp. A sudden tingling sensation bubbled through out the nerves of students before incepting 

the cultural bonanza on the concluding day of the camp where happy smiles and cheerful faces beat the summer 

heat in style.Through their unstructured exploration and magic of imagination, students took risks, broke rules, 

made mistakes thereby rendered a unique personality and character to the camp. 

 From being a unique blend of learning, creation and innovation to the entertainment, joy and laughter with friends, 

this summer camp not only left the students with wide stretched smiles, everlasting friendships and a bag full of 

cherished memories but with some fresh hopes and desires to structure new explorations and innovations in the 

next summer camp too. 

 

 


